
The last Hash of 2022 dawned on a bright day in Bo Phut.

The Hare, non-other than our GM, No Fuckin Clue, promised an easy trail 
around the Bamboo Market and 40 Hashers were there to check it out.

No Fuckin Clue promised a flat walk and so it was without even the slightest 
suggestion of hill. 



The walkers had an easy loop around the property and were outnumbered by the Geese, 
Ducks and handful of Goats wandering around. It was so easy, some did it twice!





The runners had a slightly longer route. The Hare, confounded by the number of 
fences newly put up on the property had to be somewhat imaginative. 



HHH
Dead End

Go back to Walker /Runner split
Follow Walker Hash

So, after a flat 1.5 km through the waterways, they came upon a sign which told 
them to go back the way they had come and rejoin the walkers trail at the first split!

A move which was not unanimously greeted with a smile!



Didn’t we just come past here???



On In!



With a 10:30am start, everyone was back by 11:15am

OK 11:00am….

OK… maybe a little earlier! 

A short Hash was promised and a short Hash it was!



Brothel Bob was on hand to wear the Hash Trash necklace and 
Goes Round Again asked for opinions on the Hash. 



The opinions were certainly mixed and it went to a re-vote! 



No Fuckin Clue played his trump card by announcing “Free Beer” 

It was a compelling argument and Brothel Bob retained his neck ware!



There were a number of visitors and Crème Brulé, visiting from Dubai was the FRB.



There were several other visitors including Dog Shit 
from the Netherlands who graced us with a song!



Tangerine Man was brought into the circle as the Hasher 
who had done the most runs in 2022! 

Good job!



Goes Round Again is next weeks Hare and it will be back to 
normal with longer afternoon runs and….

Yes! You will have to pay for Beer and Wine!



So, a quick look back at our run statistics for the Year.

We have completed 43 Hash’s since the AGPU.

We didn’t miss a single Saturday!

We had 1421 Hashers join us over the year.

We had 307 visitors!

A total of 1728 Hashers over the year!

At a combined Run/Walk average of 6Km per Hash we explored over
10,000 Kilometers of trails and roads around our Island!

And consumed thousands of cans of Beer and Gallons of Wine!



And so, we bring 2022 to a close. 
After a difficult start, tourism is returning to our Island and, although we hate the traffic, 

we welcome the tourist impact on our economy.
We said Goodbye to some good friends, met and made some new friends 

and sadly, lost some old friends.
We had a great Outstation run to Koh Phangan. 

We Celebrated our 1,000th Hash which was a monumental achievement.

On On into 2023!
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